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THash: A Practical Network Optimization
Scheme for DHT-based P2P Applications

Yi Sun, Y. Richard Yang, Xiaobing Zhang, Yang Guo, Jun Li, and Kave Salamatian

Abstract—P2P platforms have been criticized because of the
heavy strain that they can inflict on costly inter-domain links of
network operators. It is therefore mandatory to develop network
optimization schemes for controlling the load generated by a
P2P platform on an operator network. While many research
efforts exist on centralized tracker-based systems, in recent years
multiple DHT-based P2P platforms have been widely deployed
and considered as commercial services due to their scalability
and fault tolerance. Finding network optimization for DHT-
based P2P applications has thereby potential large practical
impacts. In this paper, we present THash, a simple scheme that
implements a distributed and effective network optimization for
DHT systems. THash uses standard DHT put/get semantics and
utilizes a triple hash method to guide the DHT clients to choose
their sharing peers in proper domains. We have implemented
THash in a major commercial P2P system (PPLive), using the
standard ALTO/P4P protocol as the network information source.
We conducted experiments over this network in real operation
and observed that compared with Native DHT, THash reduced
respectively by 47.4% and 67.7% the inter-PID and inter-AS
traffic, while reducing the average downloading time by 14.6%
to 24.5%.

Index Terms—Network optimization, DHT, peering guidance
matrix (PGM), ALTO/P4P, PPLive.

I. INTRODUCTION

P
2P platforms have been frequently considered as com-

mercial platforms for content distribution [1]. But one

major obstacle to the further development of P2P system

is the inability to control the spread of the traffic and the

utilization of network resources, in particular costly inter-

domain link capacities. This is therefore mandatory for a

content distribution P2P platform to provide solutions for

controlling the spread of the load they generate and to maintain

the locality of traffic. We are calling this problem P2P network

optimization. The aim of this paper is to propose a practical

scheme to address the network optimization problem in DHT-

based P2P content distribution platforms.
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Up to now, many research efforts targeted tracker-based

centralized P2P applications, e.g., [2]–[6]. However, in recent

years, DHT-based schemes have been increasingly utilized

because of decentralization, fault tolerance and scalability

properties, e.g., [7] (used in BitTorrent, eMule, and Thunder),

Chord [8], and CAN [9]; currently, the DHT mode of Thunder

contributes as high as 3% of the total traffic of China Telecom.

Network optimization entails favoring content downloading

from local rather than distant peers. This optimization should

be done taking into account the status of the network and

the constraint of the network operator. In order to access

this information, we can use ALTO/P4P [5] as the source

of information relative to network status. Indeed, network

optimization might deteriorate the user performance as it

might result in limiting the scope of data exchanges by

forbidding the user to download from other network regions

that have high bandwidth. There is therefore a fundamental

trade-off between network optimization and user performance.

Dealing with this trade-off is relatively easier in a tracker-

based system, as the centralized tracker will consider both

global bandwidth matching and locality when computing the

neighbors for a peer. The problem becomes more difficult

for DHT systems that are distributed. Moreover, a generic

DHT system supports only “put” and “get” semantics; a “put”

simply appends values to a list and a “get” retrieves a given

number of top elements from the list. Therefore, a practical

optimization scheme for DHT-based P2P systems should not

change too much the semantics of “put” and “get” in order

to maintain a high level of backward compatibility and an

easy deployment. This can be achieved by adding clever

manipulation scheme on top of DHT or by extending the

semantic of DHT to enable the data transformation needed

for network and bandwidth optimization.

In this paper, we present a simple scheme, named THash,

which implements effective network optimization for DHT

systems. An innovative notion Peering Guidance Metric

(PGM) is proposed to consider not only the ISP network

efficiency but also the application state and requirements.

THash is following the standard DHT put/get semantics and

implements distributed network optimization under the guid-

ance of PGM by favoring peering with local peers.

However, any network optimization scheme is only efficient

when there are enough potential local peers. An effective way

to increase the number of potential peers is to enable NATed

peers, i.e., peers behind a NAT router, which currently account

for a large proportion in typical P2P applications, to join the

system as separate nodes. We will also present in the paper

how to achieve this for DHT systems.
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We have completely implemented THash over PPLive [10],

a leading P2P based online video service with more than

200 million users in China that offers both live and video-

on-demand streaming of TV programs/shows, movies, drama,

sports, news and entertainment. We obtained the network sta-

tus information and operator guidelines through an ALTO/P4P

feed. We conducted experiments over PPLive network with

more than 28000 real users and showed the benefits of THash.

In particular, we showed that compared with Native DHT,

THash reduced respectively by 47.4% and 67.7% the inter-PID

and inter-AS traffic, while reducing the average downloading

time by 14.6% to 24.5%.

II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

This section provides some background information that is

needed for the rest of the paper.

A. DHT Model

We consider a DHT-based network that uses standard DHT se-

mantics. Specifically, the DHT network is used for publishing

and querying resource information. Peers in the DHT network

can play three roles:

Publishing Peer (PP): a peer who wants to publish informa-

tion to announce its ownership of a specific resource.

Requesting Peer (RP): a peer who sends a request to search

for a specific resource.

Indexing Peer (InP): a peer who maintains the publication

information (publishing peer list) of a specific resource.

In a traditional DHT network, a PP computes a hash using

the resource file identifier (file-id), and then invokes the “put”

method of the DHT to insert the data into the corresponding

InPs; a RP applys the same hash function as the PP on a given

file identifier and then invokes the “get” method of the DHT

to fetch from the InPs a list of k peers that have the required

resource.

A major drawback of classical DHT-based P2P schemes

is that the returned peer list does not consider network

optimization. Thus, the RP may download from peers that

are not network efficient; where for network optimization, it

is desirable that the RP connects to close-by PPs.

B. ALTO/P4P as Network Information Source (NIS)

Ensuring the locality of traffic in P2P network has motivated

the proposition of an Internet Draft at IETF for achieving

Application Layer Transport Optimization (ALTO). The pro-

posed approach named ALTO/P4P [5] is a simple and flexible

framework that enables ISPs and application developers to

cooperate in order to optimize application communications

and to reduce resource consumption.

Specifically, a network provider (ISP) implementing the

ALTO/P4P network information framework deploys a server

(called iTracker) that provides its network information rela-

tive to topology, congestion status, cost and routing policies

through the ALTO/P4P protocol. This information, which is

called “my-Internet view” of an ISP, consists of two maps: the

Network Map and the Cost Map. The Network Map divides

an ISP network into multiple regions called PID domains

TABLE I
AN EXAMPLE PGM

PID1 PID2 PID3 Intra-AS Percentage

PID1 75% 10% 15% 90%

PID2 18% 70% 12% 85%

PID3 10% 10% 80% 90%

identified each by a PID domain number (PIDN). The Cost

Map defines the cost, referred as p4p-distance, between each

pair of PID domains.
In order to obtain the PIDN and ASN that its IP address

belongs to, each peer can query the iTracker, for example at

the time it obtains its IP address. This query will also return

the two Network and Cost Maps.

C. PPLive

In order to evaluate our proposed scheme in a real environ-

ment, we have implemented it into the PPLive environment

[10]. PPLive (also referred as PPTV) is a leading online video

service platform, founded in 2004 and offering more than 120

TV station live streaming and VoD of thousands of TV shows

and programs. The PPLive Company claims to have more than

200 million user installations and an active monthly user base

of 104 million, i.e., a 43% penetration of Chinese internet

users. The average viewing time per person per day over

PPLive is more than 2.5 hours, the highest stickiness among

all China websites. PPLive provides a hybrid CDN-P2P cloud

platform and uses tracker-based scheme as well as DHT for

its content distribution.

III. THASH SCHEME

In this section, we describe the THash scheme that implements

the network optimization along with taking care of application

performance.

A. Peering Guidance Matrix (PGM)

The ISPs provide through ALTO/P4P their perspectives

through network and cost maps. In order to have a complete

view of the network an application has to integrate it states

and requirements into these maps. For this purpose, we define

for each existing content resource and for each particular ISP

a matrix called Peering Guidance Matrix (PGM). The PGM

specifies for a client in a given PID, the relative proportion of

downloading peers that it should use in each PID domain.

Table I shows an example PGM for a specific resource for

an ISP with 3 PID domains. Following this PGM a RP of PID1

should select up to 90%∗75%=67.5% peers from its own PID,

90%∗10%=9% peers from PID2, 90%∗15%=13.5% peers

from PID3 and 1−90%=10% peers from other ASes. It is

noteworthy that in order to ensure fast download as well as

system robustness, we should not restrict to choose peers only

within a single domain and leave opportunity for clients to

exchange data with peers outside. The precise derivation of

the PGM values that are optimizing network load induced by

the P2P application will be described in Section III-C.
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B. Triple Hash Implementation of PGM

In classical DHT network, the resource publishing and lookup

(DHT put/get semantics) are only based on hashing the

resource file identifier (file-id). However, in to optimize the

network usage, we have to integrate the PGM into the process.

This is achieved by the THash scheme we are defining in this

section.

The THash scheme is based on a triple hash method

that follows the standard DHT put/get semantics, while im-

plementing the network optimization by adhering with the

indications of PGM. Moreover, THash addresses a set of

practical challenges, including avoidance of bottlenecks at

network information source servers and NAT traversals.

1) Resource Publishing in THash: When a PP wants to

announce its ownership of a resource file in THash, it has to

compute the following three hash values and send them to the

InPs defined by the P2P application:

Key1 = Hash(file-id) (1)

Key2 = Hash(file-id + ASN) (2)

Key3 = Hash(file-id + ASN + PIDN) (3)

InPs should store and manage these three keys along with

the ASN and PIDN of the PP, which can be retrieved from

the PP’s IP address.

Each particular DHT network has different method, mainly

based on recursive search, to find the InPs storing the keys [7]–

[9]. In THash, the keys for each resource are stored in three

groups of InPs: one group for each hash key. Even if THash

scheme triggers three separate recursive searches relative to

each key for the InPs storing it, the complexity of the scheme

remains in the same order as in native DHT, O(logN), more-

over these searches are run in parallel. However, THash has to

maintain 3 different keys (Key1, Key2 and Key3, resulting in

a tripled storage requirement in worst cases. Considering the

current rapid reduction in the cost of the storage, we believe

that the tradeoff between storage cost and benefit of THash is

very favorable to its usage.

2) Resource Searching in THash: The above-described

triple hash method for resource publishing in THash enables

the P2P client to control the P2P traffic balance between

different PID and AS domains by choosing the domain he

want to download from by adding the ASN and PIDN in the

key derivation. A RP selects its peers in three steps: first, the

RP launch a search with Key3 containing its own PIDN and

ASN, obtaining peers in its own PID domain; in a second

stage, the RP launches a set of parallel searches with Key3

derived using the other PIDN given in the PGM. These queries

return some extra peers from the same AS but in other PIDs.

If the above procedures do not meet the intra-AS peer ratio

indicated in the PGM, the RP launches a query with Key2 only

and obtain additional peers in the same AS. In the last stage,

the RP uses Key1 to retrieve a list of peers regardless of the AS

and PID domains. The RP take from the lists resulting from

each step a number of peers that depends on the PGM specified

probabilities. As each InP maintains the corresponding PGM

corresponding to the resources it manages, the RP only needs

to tell in the query the total number of peers it needs and InPs

can calculate how many peers they should return according to

the instructions in the PGM. The above process is depicted in

Fig. 1.
The complexity of the above searching process is

O(logMN), where N is the number of peers in the DHT

network and M is the number of PID domains of interest.

However, it is expected that M is much smaller than N, so

that the complexity remains the same order as that in native

DHT, O(logN). This is confirmed on our PPLive traces where

the value of M remains negligible compared to N (usually 4–5

orders of magnitude smaller than N).
3) Peer Reselection in THash: In a realistic setting, nodes

are dynamic and change states. We need therefore a mecha-

nism to prune poorly behaving peers with low upload capac-

ities. This is done by asking in the peer searching process

described in the previous section, slightly more nodes that re-

ally needed. The RP thereafter connects to a subset, validating

the PGM constraint, of peers in the resulting list. Therefore in

operation, a badly behaving peer can be replaced by another

peer in the list still validating the PGM constraint. If there is

no remaining candidate in peer list, the RP can launch another

round of resource search similar to what described above to

complete the list.
However, in some extreme cases, for example if the link

between two domains breaks, the distribution of peers can

deviate from PGM guidance. In such situations, the above

peer reselection can solve the issue as the peers in the failed

domain are replaced by peers in other domains following PGM

constraints. This shows that THash can ensure that RPs always

connect with PPs with satisfactory upload performance.

C. Derivation and Distribution of PGM

Previous sections assumed the availability of the PGM without

describing how to compute and distribute it. Here we will fill

this gap by presenting how the PGM is obtained.
1) Basic PGM: As illustrated in Section II-B, the p4p-

distance in the Cost Map expresses the costs or distances

between peers in different domains from the network point

of view. ISPs assign the p4p-distance in a variety of ways, for

example deriving it from OSPF weights and BGP preferences

or assigning it according to a financial cost or congestion

status. In this paper we will assume that p4p-distance are

derived following [6]. Yet our approach is agnostic of the

particular p4p-distance algorithm and can be used directly

with any approach. While p4p-distances are from the ISP

perspective, we have to integrate the application perspective

to compute the PGM. In particular, the total number of PPs

in one domain should also be considered. The more copies of

the resource of interest exist in one domain, the higher should

the probability of the RP selecting peers in this domain. Let’s

denote the p4p-distance from PID i to PID j calculated by the

ISP as pij and the total number of the PPs for the resource of

interest in domain j by nj . Then a simple method to compute

the PGM entry wij is

wij = ci1 ·

1

pij∑
j

1

pij

+ ci2 ·
nj∑
j nj

(4)

that is a weighted average by two weight coefficients ci1
and ci2, of the proportion of the PPs in domain j and the
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Fig. 1. Resource searching process for RP.

normalized inverse p4p-distance pij . The content of the ith

row in the PGM is obtained by normalizing wij (Eq. (5)).

aij =
wij∑
j wij

(5)

The remaining parameters to determine are weighting co-

efficients ci1 and ci2. These can be assigned using different

strategies, e.g., the network operator can decide to statically

assign these values according to its experience or policies; or

the coefficient can be set dynamically according to the network

conditions. We propose to set these values such that we give

a higher weighting to the more informative elements. Let’s

assume that for each PID of an AS domain containing k PIDs,

we define two k-vectors containing the distance pij to other

domains and the number of copies of the resource nj . All

of these values can be put in a matrix Bi = (bimn)k×2. The

coefficients relative to the informative value of each element

are derived as:

ci1 =
1−Hi1

2−Hi1 −Hi2

ci2 =
1−Hi2

2−Hi1 −Hi2

(6)

where Hij is the normalized entropy of the jth column of

matrix Bi relative to PID i that is obtained using the below

formula:

Hij = −

1

log k

k∑

m=1

bimj∑k

l=1
bilj

log
bimj∑k

l=1
bilj

(7)

In order to further enhance to performance and to optimize

other network criterion, the above basic PGM computation

can be easily extended to include other metrics, for example

the aggregated upload capacity of different domains, i.e., to

make more likely connecting to peers in the PIDs which have

larger upload bandwidth and are near PID i. However in a real

network, the overhead of collecting in real time the available

bandwidth of all DHT peers and to distribute it to other

nodes is challenging. Meanwhile to the availability of such

measurement service, we already proposed a peer reselection

mechanism which ensures that a THash client only connects

with peers with adequate upload bandwidth.

2) Distribution of PGM: As described above, the PGM is

derived using the network costs provided by ISP server and

the numbers of PPs in the different domains of the network.

However, the last input is available only at the InPs. Therefore,

one might ask the InP to compute the PGM. However, this

is not really suitable as InPs can be unreliable both respect

to availability and security. Frequently InPs are also P2P

user nodes, thus we cannot assume that they will always be
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available. Moreover, the p4p-distance, usually reflecting the

ISP policies and topology, is rather sensitive and it will be

desirable, from a security view, not to let common P2P users

have this information. For these reasons, we propose to use an

additional server named the Application Optimization Engine

(AOE) to compute the PGM. The AOE is maintained by ISP

itself or a trustful third party and collects network information

from the ISP server (named iTracker) as well as the number

of PPs from InPs to calculate the PGM.

The space and time complexity of PGM deployment can be

easily derived. If THash is going to be largely deployed, each

ISP would have to deploy its own AOE server, just like the

P4P iTracker that each ISP has to deploy. The overall space

complexity for PGM storage is O(nm), where n is the number

of the contents, and m the number of ISPs. It Means that the

space is linear both in the number of content and the number

of ISPs. Nonetheless, it will be hard to go beyond a O(nm)

complexity as the logic of ISP optimization is to control each

content independently and to define a PGM for each content.

This means a storage space at least O(n) per ISP’s AOE. As

seen in Table I, the PGM only specifies the peering guidance

for different PID domains within a single ISP. So each ISP’s

AOE has to only maintain its own PGMs. Therefore, the time

for generating PGM does not depend on the number of ISPs.

Another challenge is that the DHT network may encompass

a large number of InPs. The AOE can become a bottleneck

if all these InPs interact directly with it for the computation

of PGMs. In addition to this, synchronizing the content of the

matrix among the different InPs for the same resource can be

difficult.

In order to avoid making the AOE a bottleneck, we strictly

limit in THash the number of InPs that can interact with

the AOE. Recall that Key1 is the hash value of the file-

id of the resource. Therefore, InPs for Key1 maintain the

most complete publication information for the entire DHT

network. We therefore restrict the communication with the

AOE to only Key1-level InPs. This shortcut reduces strongly

the communication overhead. More precisely let’s suppose

there are n ISPs in the network and in average each ISP has

m PID domains. Then the proportion of Key1-level InPs to the

overall number of InPs is given by

Key1 InPs

total
=

1

1 + n+ n ∗m
(8)

Usually, n and m are relatively large (typically in order of

102 to 103) and the shortcut can therefore reduce highly

the communication overhead. If a Key1-level InP finds that

the distribution of a specific resource varies drastically (by

monitoring the number of PPs in each AS and PID domain),

it initiates a connection with the AOE and uploads the cur-

rent distribution information of the resource to it. The AOE

computes the new PGM according to the p4p-distance given

by the iTracker and the new resource distribution information

and replies with the updated PGM. In addition to the above

InP-initiated updating process, the AOE can also itself update

the PGM when it observes a significant variation of the ISP

network state. In this case it will actively initiate connections

with Key1-level InPs. Moreover, we assume that the PGM has

a validity lifetime. This means that Key1-level InPs should

query periodically the AOE to ensure PGMs’ freshness.

While assessing the variation of the network information

(say p4p-distance) is relatively easy using the information

provided by the iTracker, deciding on the variation of the

resource distribution is subtler. Several approaches can be used

for this purpose. In this work we have used a simple technique

that consist of comparing the L1 norm of the difference

between distribution of nodes among different domains at

consecutive time and and to launch a PGM update if this L1

distance exceeds a given threshold (5%).

The last remaining action is to for Key1-level InPs getting

the latest PGM to transmit it to other InPs that manage the

same resource. One can build on the update process that

exists anyway in the current DHT-based P2P systems for

synchronizing the peer list among the InPs, and take advantage

from these opportunities to also exchange the PGMs among

InPs maintaining the same key values. Another approach

consists of asking Key1-level InPs receiving the matrix directly

from AOE to share it with other Key2 and Key3-level InPs

storing the same resource, by deriving the Key2 and Key3 of

the content they manage for all available PID and AS domains.

With these keys, the Key1-level InPs can launch searching

requests in the DHT network to find the relevant Key2 and

Key3-level InPs for these keys and transfer the new matrix to

them.

D. NAT Traversal

The mechanisms introduced above enable the clients to select

appropriate peers following the guidance of the PGM. How-

ever, the performance of THash will be badly affected if there

are not enough peers in the selected PID or AS domains to

attain the PGM specification. Thus, it is desirable to increase

the number of peers in each domain of the DHT network.

An effective way to increase the number of peers is to

allow the peers behind the NATs [11] (called NATed peers)

to join the system as individual nodes. Currently, NATed

peers account for a large proportion of the peers in typical

P2P applications. A recent investigation by PPLive showed

that more than 50% of the system users were behind NATs.

Therefore, including NATed peers as individual nodes into the

DHT network will enhance the performance of THash.

But unfortunately, NAT devices block P2P streaming from

peers that are behind different private networks. In order to

overcome the problem, several NAT traversal methods have

been proposed, e.g., STUN [12] and TURN [13]. All these

methods are based on the availability of a globally reach-

able server to help the NATed peers establishing connection.

However, it is not appropriate to deploy a centralized server

in a DHT network where all the peers are distributed and

self-organized. One might say that iTracker and AOE are also

centralized, however we should distinguish here between the

different points of views of ISPs and application providers.

The iTracker and AOE servers are deployed by the ISPs or

trustful third party organizations. Due to security considera-

tion, an ISP wants to have a full control of the information it

provides to users and do not let the users to interact with it.

Because of this an ISP will prefer a centralized scheme. But

the NAT traversal servers should be maintained by the P2P
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application providers. Due to cost and reliability consideration,

in the DHT mode the P2P application providers are usually not

inclined to deploy any centralized servers such as AppTracker

and NAT traversal servers.

In this part, we will describe a NAT traversal method

for the DHT network that does not need the support of

a centralized server. Moreover, we were careful about the

dynamic characteristic and the low processing capacity of the

DHT client, and we particularly considered the overhead and

reliability in our proposed mechanism.

1) Bootstrapping: The problem of bootstrapping in pres-

ence of NAT is not particular to our proposed scheme. We

can reuse the solution used by the underlying DHT system that

we are using. We are therefore assuming that before beginning

communication over the DHT network, each new NATed node

knows at least one public peer (IP address and port number)

that has globally reachable IP addresses. These public peers

act as mediator servers that are used to retrieve a group of 3

“relay” nodes that are ready to help in NAT traversal.

After joining the DHT network, a new node sends a boot-

strap message to the mediator servers it knows. The mediators

will send back to the node a list of other public peers (<IP

address, UDP port, Node ID>) from its stored information

(e.g. k-bucket in Kademlia). After collecting information of

more public peers, the new NATed node selects 3 public peers

from the lists received from the mediator servers to negotiate

whether they can act as its relay. The reason for selecting 3

relays is to increase the reliability as the likelihood of 3 nodes

simultaneously failing is very low. We have assumed that the

NATed node use the PID and AS numbers of the potential

relays to ensure that the node prefer a relay in the same PID

domain to a relay in another PID but the same AS domain to

a relay in another AS domain. The NATed node is exchanging

periodically keep-alive messages with its relays. When a relay

is about to quit the DHT network, it notifies its relayed peers

so they can search for other substitutes.

2) NAT Traversal Procedures: Once the relays are found,

the NATed peer connects to them and therefore punches a

“hole” into the NAT that is used to communicate with other

peers. There are two types of packets in the DHT network:

control messages and data packets. Control messages are small

sized packets that are used to publish and search and data

packets are used to transfer contents mainly in form of long

packet streams. We propose for each type of packets specific

NAT traversal mechanisms.

All control messages used for P4P/DHT, like peer list

update, PGM distribution, etc., are transferred to the NATed

peer by the relays through the hole punched in the NAT. Since

the relays have globally reachable IP addresses, any node in

the DHT network can communicate with them. As the control

message is small sized and not frequent, the above relaying

scheme is simple, fast and places an acceptable burden on the

relays.

The above relaying mechanism is not suitable for NAT

traversal of data, as the generated load on the relays can

become prohibitive. Instead, we use another mechanism that

consists for a node wanting to send data to a NATed peer,

to first send a connection request to one of the NATed peer’s

relays containing its IP address and port number. The relay

forwards the connection request to the NATed peer, that can

upon received the relayed request, connects to the requesting

peer by punching the NAT and sending subsequent data

packets directly to the requesting peer. Indeed, the connection

time for two endpoints is a little higher than that of the simple

control messages relaying. However, the additional load on

the relay is highly reduced by letting the two endpoints to

exchange large amount of data directly without the help of

the relay.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In order to validate the proposed scheme and to assess its

performance in realistic operations, we have deployed THash

with the help of 3 major Chinese ISPs (China Telecom, China

Unicom, CERNET) over a real operational P2P network,

PPLive. We present here this deployment and the performance

results achieved.

A. Experimental Deployment

As stated above, we have conducted experimental deployment

inside the P2P network of a major actor of P2P video

streaming in China, PPLive. The P2P network was studied in

the network of the three major Chinese ISPs (China Telecom,

China Unicom, CERNET). These three operators, which cover

more than 85% of the Chinese Internet users [14], have

implemented an ALTO/P4P service that is accessible from

an iTracker server based at Yale University. We had indeed

during the experiment nodes that were not belonging to any

of the above three ISPs. We all categorized these nodes into

an “other networks” category while computing the PGM.

We selected the Kademlia protocol as the underlying DHT

mechanism. We are referring in the forthcoming the original

implementation of Kademlia as Native DHT. We added THash

approach as described before into Kademlia. We have also

implemented THash and Native DHT as plugins to the PPLive

clients. PPLive released new version of their software to

support our experiment. All users who had updated their

clients joined our experiment. According to our statistic data,

more than 28,000 nodes downloaded the updated version of

PPLive and joined our experiment platform.

The experiment lasted for 6 hours from 16:00 to 22:00 on

Jul 8th, 2011. We logically divided the experiment platform

nodes into three DHT networks according to the node identifi-

cation number (Node ID). The first DHT network (consisting

of nodes with Node ID % 3=0) utilized Native DHT for

resource publication and searching. The second DHT network

(consisting of nodes with Node ID % 3=1) used THash

scheme and the last one (consisting of nodes with Node ID %

3=2) also used THash but with NAT traversal.

PPLive assigned for our experiments five test channels over

which five separate files were distributed. The sizes of these

files were respectively 369MB, 222MB, 508MB, 235MB and

226MB. Users in these five channels used DHT approaches,

either Native DHT or THash, for resource sharing without the

help of PPLive trackers.

An AOE server was deployed by us and calculated the

PGM matrices for the five resources. This server is shared

by the different ISP networks in our test. The computation
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details of basic PGM were as described in Section III-C,

considering not only the p4p-distance but also the distribution

of the resources. Upload capacity aware PGM is not tested

as upload capacity were not available. We obtained the Cost

Map from the ALTO/P4P server at Yale University [15] and

obtained the resource distribution information from the Key1

InPs in the network.

Every node in the DHT network maintained a simple and

a complete log. The simple log recorded basic data such as

the publishing and searching delay, the replied peer list for

a resource and the amount of traffic exchanged with each

peers. The complete log kept more detailed information such

as debugging logs. A log server we implemented collected the

performance statistics. During our test, we required every node

to submit its simple log to our log server every 15 minutes. In

this manner we were able to have the complete information

of the resource shared by peers in the DHT networks.

B. Performance Metrics

We considered the following performances metrics:

• Publishing delay: The delay between a PP sending a re-

source publication request and receiving the confirmation

of its registration from the corresponding InPs. Usually,

a PP records its publication information on a series of

InPs.

• Searching delay: The delay between a RP sending a

resource query and receiving the peer list from the

corresponding InPs. Generally, the searching process is

recursive, and for the THash parallel queries are run.

• Intra-domain peer ratio: The ratio of the number of intra-

domain peers to the total number of the peers in the peer

list. More specifically, this metric can either be intra-PID

peer ratio or intra-AS peer ratio. This value should be

increased for network efficiency.

• Inter-domain traffic: The total P2P traffic traversing

different domains for transmitting the five resources in

our test is another network efficiency metric that has

great influences on the scalability of the system. More

specifically, this metric can be measured either inter-PID

traffic or inter-AS traffic.

• Downloading performance speedup: This metric mea-

sures the enhancement on the downloading performance

resulting from using the THash scheme. It is defined as

the ratio of the average downloading time of THash to the

average downloading time of Native DHT for a specific

resource.

• Peer reselection ratio: This metric measures the stability

of the system and is defined as the ratio of number of

peers updated to the total number of transmission peers

in each periodic updating interval.

• PGM update overhead: We use PGM update frequency

to estimate the overhead for PGM updating since the size

of the PGM is very small.

C. Experimental Results

Fig. 2(a) depicts the variation of the average publishing delay

for THash and Native DHT. As can be seen, the publishing

delay does not differ too much between the two schemes.

As is shown in Fig. 2(b), the relative ratio of the publishing

delay of the pure THash to the Native DHT varies between

88%∼109%. Implementing NAT traversal causes a slight rise

in the average publishing delay (about 15% in Fig. 2(b)).

However, this delay is mainly due to the distributed NAT

traversal process itself and not related to the THash scheme.

Therefore, we can conclude that THash does not have a

negative impact on this important DHT network performance

metric. The variation in different hours is related to network

load variations that affect the same way in THash and Native

DHT.

Fig. 3(a) plots the variation of the average searching delay

for THash and Native DHT. As expected, we observe that

the use of THash causes an increase in the average delay

for searching resources. The Fig. 3(b) shows that the relative

ratio of the average searching delay of THash to Native DHT

varies from 109% to 124%. The reason of this increase is

that in THash a RP may send a series of parallel queries

for searching in different domains simultaneously and this

increases the total number of resource requests in the DHT

network, consequently increasing message queuing and pro-

cessing delays. Fortunately, in THash we do not need to wait

for the arrival of all the reply messages before we can initialize

the session and begin to download the data. Once the first

reply message arrives, the RP can initiate the data transmission

immediately with the peers contained in that reply message.

Indeed the same is applicable to native DHT, but the difference

is that in THash, we have to run several queries in parallel

(searching by different level keys for the same resource),

where in native DHT a single query (only searching by file-

id) is run. Therefore, it is meaningful to compare the native

DHT query delay with the delay of the first reply in THash.

We show in Fig. 3(a) with the bars filled with cross lines the

delay of the first reply for THash. It can be seen that this delay

is even lower than the average delay for Native DHT. Overall,

the relative ratio of the searching delay of the first reply in

THash to Native DHT average varies from 82%∼97% and it

is stable over time. Finally, Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) show that the

join of the NATed peers into the DHT network increases the

average searching delay, because NAT traversal is mandatory

when requesting a peer list from a NATed InP. However, the

delay of the first reply in THash does not differ too much

whether or not including NATed peers. The reason is that in

THash a RP inquiries many InPs with different level keys

simultaneously and it can always be firstly answered by the

InPs with the public IP addresses.

Fig. 4 shows the proportion of intra-domain peers averaged

over each one of the five resources for THash and Native DHT.

We can clearly see that the network optimization introduced

by THash remarkably limits inter-AS and inter-PID traffic.

In average the proportion of intra-PID and intra-AS peer for

THash are 25.9% and 29.2% higher than those of Native DHT.

We have observed that in every 1 hour time interval, the THash

scheme only generated in average respectively 52.6% and

32.3% of inter-PID and inter-AS traffic compared to Native

DHT scheme. Over the six hours of test and only for these

five resources, THash saved respectively 0.272 TB inter-PID

traffic and 0.318 TB inter-AS traffic (see Fig. 5). In addition,

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show that by including NATed peers into the
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DHT system we can further increase the intra-domain peer

ratio (2.0% for intra-PID and 1.7% for intra-AS to the pure

THash) and reduce the inter-domain traffic (0.011TB inter-

PID traffic and 0.008TB inter-AS traffic), thus improving the
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network efficiency.

Fig. 6 compares the downloading performance speedup of

THash compared to Native DHT. What is noteworthy is that

different resources have different distributions in the DHT
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network. Therefore, the PGMs for these resources are different

and that results in diverse sharing peer behaviours in THash

scheme. Fig. 4 showed that for Resource 1, 2 and 3 RPs are

more likely to share resources with peers within the same

domain, while for Resource 4 and 5 RPs connect to more

peers outside. We see the effect of this fact in Fig. 6, where

downloading performance enhanced by THash for resource 1,

2 and 3 are more obvious than that of 4 and 5. However,

as seen from Fig. 6, even for Resource 4 and 5, the average

downloading time with THash is reduced to at least 85.4%

to that of Native DHT. Thereby, THash significantly improves

the downloading performance of the applications. Including

NATed peers into the DHT system efficiently increases the

number of the candidate PPs in each domain for THash, thus

the downloading performance can be improved. From Fig. 6,

we have observed that the THash with NAT reduce 3.3% in

downloading time by average over the five resources compared

with the pure THash.

In order to guarantee the quality of service, PPLive client

updates its peers periodically (peer reselection process); new

peers replace bad performing peers with poor uploading ca-

pacities. We have compared in Fig. 7, the peer reselection in

Native DHT to that in THash. It can be seen that for most

of the time THash scheme need less peer reselection. By

averaging the results over all intervals, we can observe that

Native DHT generated 16.6% more peer reselections than pure

THash and 14.9% more peer reselections than THash with

NAT. This can be explained by the fact that peer selection

in THash considers both link utilization in p4p-distance and

load balancing in resource distribution information, thus the

uploading performances of these peers are not badly impacted

by the variations of the inter domain network conditions,

resulting in higher stability and efficiency for systems.

PGM is a new concept introduced in this paper. Thus, the

cost of updating and distributing PGM is a special overhead

for THash scheme. Since the size of the PGM is fixed, this

overhead can be estimated by looking at the PGM updating

frequency. We recorded the total number of the PGM updating

for the five resources at our AOE server in each hour period.

The PGM updating was triggered using the L1 distance

described above. In our experiments we set the distance

threshold to 0.1. In addition, lifetime of the PGM was set

to 10 min. From Fig. 8 we have observed that the number

of PGM updating decreases sharply, from about 400 in the

first two hours to about 220 in the last three hours. This is

caused by the fact that initially there are not many PPs in

each domain. The distribution of resources is therefore very

sensitive to the dynamics in the P2P system. However, with the

experiment going on, sufficient copies for the resources appear

in each domain. Therefore, a single peer’s coming/leaving has

little impact on the entire distribution of the resources and

the resulting PGM becomes stable. Moreover, as the average

size of a PGM in our test is only 3.89KBytes, when the

system enters into a stable state, the overhead of updating and

distributing the PGM is negligible compared with the data

traffic transmission in the system (several TBytes of data).

Another interesting outcome of Fig. 8 is that the frequency of

the PGM updating is not related to the intensity of traffic in

the system. For example, the PGM updating frequency remains

very low even during the period 20:00∼22:00 when the system

is heavily loaded with the highest average resource publishing

and searching delays.
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V. DISCUSSION

In this section, we will present some noteworthy points and

discussions about the THash scheme. First, one may ask,

what are the incentives for ISPs, application providers and

clients to utilize THash? Obviously, ISPs can benefit from

THash due to its ability to control the inter-domain traffic

and save the valuable peering network bandwidth. For P2P

application providers, the utilization of THash significantly

enhances the performance of their DHT systems, avoiding the

cost of deploying centralized indexing servers and improving

the robustness and reliability of their application systems.

Moreover, THash can help in reducing the controversy be-

tween content providers and network operators by making

them to cooperate with each other as the PGM in THash not

only considers the p4p-distance from ISP perspective but also

resource distribution from application perspective. Finally, for

end users (P2P clients), a better traffic balance can greatly

improve the resource downloading performance.

A major issue for operational deployment of distributed

applications and in particular P2P distribution platforms is to

ensure the robustness of the system to variations and changes.

The robustness of a DHT system relies on two elements:

the multiplicity of the InPs and the randomness of the peer

selection. THash helps to improve the robustness, as: 1) The

triple hash method in THash increases the number of the InPs

storing the same resource, thus reducing the probability of

the system collapse due to the failure of a small number of

InPs. 2) As described in Section III-B, the peer selection in

THash requires a RP to maintain a number of connections

for different domains and even for different ISP networks.

Therefore, the system collapse caused by the failure of a

single domain or network is avoided. The THash scheme is

dependent on two other services that can become point of

failures: the iTracker that returns the network state and the

AOE that calculates the PGMs. However if any one of these

fail, the THash system have to use non-optimized PGM, but

will still be operational and will have the same performance

as a native DHT scheme. Indeed, one can make the system

more resilient by duplicating the iTracker and the AOE.

The scalability is indeed an important issue for any dis-

tributed application and a fortiori for P2P applications. The

scalability of THash is mandatory if one wishes to extend its

usage to large-scale P2P networks. The scalability of THash

is mainly based on the scalability of the underlying DHT

system. This means that the underlying DHT system should

ensure to have enough InPs to service the entire query load.

Indeed THash assumes that the hash storage is tripled, as

three hashes should be stored. However, the linear increase of

storage and number of InPs does not fundamentally change the

scalability properties as we can expect to have a large number

of peers (potential InPs) in a P2P network and the storage

requirement for content hashes is relatively low compared to

the content itself. Another source of scalability problem is

relative to the iTracker load. In our implementation, we used a

single ALTO/P4P server at Yale. However, in a real operational

deployment, we can expect that each ISP operator willing

to optimize the P2P traffic in his network will implement

or contribute to one or several ALTO/P4P server (based on

the load resulting from the peers in their respective network)

and as explained above, if an ISP decide not to deploy such a

server or if its server become unavailable, the DHT system fall

down to a non-optimized operation. The AOE can also have an

impact on scalability. The P2P platform operator and ISP that

jointly maintains AOEs should ensure that there are enough

Application Optimization Engines to service all requests.

Another point to discuss is relative to our experimental

setting where only three ISPs China Telecom, China Unicom

and CERNET are used. Users in other ISPs have not optimized

PGMs and still connect randomly to peers resulting in higher

inter-domain traffic and lower downloading speed. Although

we already had significant performance gains shown in Fig. 4

to Fig. 6, the improvement of system performance would be

better if peers in other ISPs were also using PGM to guide

their activities.

Last but not least, the proposed Triple Hash scheme can be

easily extended to other types of network information sources,

as long as the NIS provides P4P cost information that are

compatible with ALTO/P4P. As described in Section III-C,

THash itself is not dependent on any particular derivation

of the p4p-distance. This means that the ISP can use any

type of method and policies to divide its ISP network and

derive the p4p-distances between different domains. Moreover,

the interfaces between the THash entities and the NIS can

be standardized, independent with the specific form of the

information source. Thereby, the THash scheme is a general

design that is not only limited to the framework of ALTO/P4P.

VI. RELATED WORK

ISP Approaches: In [16]–[18] it is proposed to ISPs to

deploy P2P caching devices to reduce the burden of P2P

applications over inter-domain links. These devices, often

deployed at the ISP edges, are combined with redirection

techniques that transfer resource requests from peers inside

the ISP to the caches in the same domain. P2P caching

can significantly reduce inter-domain P2P traffic and enhance

downloading performance of the peers. However, P2P caches

need to be designed for specific P2P applications, which limit

their generality. In addition, ISPs may not want to bear the

costs of caches. Furthermore, caching contents may have legal

liability implication that the ISP wants to avoid.

Another widely used ISP approach consists of reducing the

bandwidth cost of P2P applications by applying traffic shaping

[19], [20]. Traffic shaping devices identify P2P traffic through

DPI (Deep Packet Inspection) or DFI (Deep Flow Inspection)

technologies and then impose bandwidth constraint on them.

The disadvantage of this approach is that it degrades highly

the end-to-end performance of P2P [20]. This has led to major

criticisms by users and has an important impact on the decision

of customers to change their ISP. In addition, P2P traffics are

becoming more and more difficult to identify because of the

use of encryption and dynamic ports.

P2P Approaches: P2P application providers also devoted

themselves to reduce the burden of P2P traffic on the ISP’s net-

work and improve the downloading performance of their appli-

cations. Most of these approaches have focused on centralized

P2P applications. The basic idea of these approaches [3], [4]
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is that a centralized server, the AppTracker, prioritize nearby

nodes to share the resource with the requesting node. Indeed,

this optimization improves network efficiency. However, the

main disadvantage of this approach is that it relies on the

application being able to probe the network and infer various

types of network information such as topology, congestion

status, cost, and policies. This inference is challenging and

their accuracy is questionable. There also exist some decen-

tralized solutions for network optimization. [21] proposes a

distributed primal-dual algorithm to maximize the aggregate

utility in P2P systems. The scalability of the approach is

limited by the massive data exchanges between all peers. [22]

introduces a fully distributed flow control scheme, Implicit-

Primal-Dual, for peer-to-peer systems. However, it aims at

P2P live streaming and our THash scheme mainly focuses on

file downloading (VoD). Moreover, the Implicit-Primal-Dual

scheme is designed to achieve the optimal traffic cost over the

whole ISP network, whereas THash pays more attention only

on reducing the traffic over the inter-domain links. Ono [3] and

Vuze [23] are also using DHT components. Specifically, Ono

uses CDN redirection information to approximate network

information; Vuze DHT is based on a network coordinate

system. But this information is mainly driven by latency or

CDN server status, without consideration of other network

information such as congestion status, cost and routing policy.

In contrast, THash is a generic network optimization scheme

for DHT systems that uses ALTO/P4P standard for network

information source.

Similar Experiments: It is noteworthy that in 2010 China

Telecom launched a large-scale experiment [24] similar to our

experiment using ALTO/P4P but with Thunder P2P applica-

tion. The main difference between their test and ours is that

they estimated the tracker-based application performance and

we focused on DHT system. In addition, the PGM introduced

in this paper not only considers the p4p-distance from ISP

perspective but also resource distribution from application

perspective. Therefore, both the locality of the traffic and

the user downloading speed has been improved by using the

THash scheme.

More recently [25] confirmed that Bittorrent based P2P

systems are moving from centralized tracker-based solutions

to DHT-based solution and proposed a localization mechanism

that intercepts all content announcements of peers and all

requests for contents and answers to RPs a local peer set.

This paper has similar goal to THash but does not account

for ISP constraint. Moreover, the interception of all content

announcements assumes a central position in the network that

is not always guaranteed.

In [26] the authors proposed a relay selection mechanism

for NAT traversal named Gradual Proximity Algorithm that

uses a triple hash mechanism similar to our peer selection

mechanism. However, the choice is not guided by a metric

depending on operator and network constraints as well as

content distribution as the PGM. Moreover, the proposed

solution in [25], [26] is particular to specific purpose (relay

selection for [26]) or application (Bittorrent for [25]), while

our goal was to design a generic scheme applicable for all

DHT-based P2P network.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented THash, a practical scheme based on

standard DHT put/get semantics that implements an effective

network optimization for DHT systems. THash uses a triple

hash method to guide the peering decision of DHT clients

under the instructions of a Peering Guidance Matrix (PGM).

We also described a NAT traversal scheme that enables to

increase the number of nodes participating in the P2P for-

warding, thus further improving the performance of THash.

We deployed our proposed schemes over the PPLive network

and did a large-scale experiment with more than 28000 users.

Our large-scale experiment results showed that THash can

control the amount of inter-domain traffic while decreasing

the resource downloading time. It therefore provides a solution

for controlling the load of DHT-based P2P platform over ISP

networks, opening the way for a larger deployment of these

systems for content diffusion.

In future work, we shall investigate a light-weight method

for collecting and aggregating in real time the upload band-

width of peers in each domain and use this information in

the derivation of the PGM as suggested in Section III-C-2.

The main aim of this paper was to propose an architecture, to

introduce the use of the PGM and to validate its interest by

a particular choice. We introduced two types of PGM calcu-

lation; one including the upload capacity in the derivation. It

will be interesting to compare different ways of deriving the

PGM. We plan to do in the future a comparative analysis of

different PGMs for different optimization objectives.
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